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Chapter 1 : Teacher Printable Stories for Kids - Short Stories for Teachers
Third Grade (Grade 3) Short Stories (Fiction) questions for your custom printable tests and worksheets. In a hurry?
Browse our pre-made printable worksheets library with a variety of activities and quizzes for all K levels.

Amy Zuckerman and Jim Daly, illustrated by: John Manders - Dutton, 32 pages. The breezy narrative follows
one boy through a typical day, highlighting many interesting aspects of his world. Fanciful cartoon drawings
show a lively and appealing world full of new and intriguing activities that correspond neatly to modern
equivalents. Interaction with the natural world is not mentioned, although many of the new technologies have
eco-friendly components and the food is all meatless and delicious. Best Friends for Frances by: Russell
Hoban, illustrated by: To her surprise, Gloria makes a good friend, but can she ever be a best friend? If your
child enjoys this book, introduce her to other stories in this series including A Birthday for Frances. Kids who
like making friends. Find Best Friends for Frances at your local library. The Facts and Fictions of Minna Pratt
by: Minna grows up with some odd friends and relatives. Minna Pratt is an amazingly delightful book, a book
that makes you smile all through it, a book that makes you want to know all of the characters in real life.
George and Martha by: James Marshall - Houghton Mifflin Company, 48 pages. George and Martha are two
hilarious hippo friends who invariably get themselves into sticky situations. Find George and Martha at your
local library. Jan Brett - Putnam Juvenile, 32 pages. Henny wants to raise little chicks, but an elf keeps
stealing her eggs before they hatch. Your child will be surprised to learn how her friend Hedgie helps Henny
scare off the bothersome elf once and for all. A Letter to Amy by: In this classic book about friendship, Peter
has a falling-out with his friend Amy. Peter fears the worst â€” that Amy will not come to his birthday party.
Find A Letter to Amy at your local library. Janell Cannon - Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 46 pages. Stellaluna is
a baby fruit bat happily flying along with her mother when an owl attacks. The mother bird accepts Stellaluna
as long as she acts like a bird, not a bat. Soon enough, Stellaluna learns to eat bugs and stop hanging by her
feet. When she finally has a chance to show her bird siblings, Pip, Flutter and Flap, what life as a bat is like,
they are left all in a muddle: Want to see the movie? The animated adaptation fleshes out the picture book with
additional characters and songs while staying true to the story. Find Stellaluna at your local library. Holly
Meade - Candlewick, 40 pages. Jane Yolen and Heidi E. Philippe Beha - Crocodile Books, pages. The tales
are divided into four sections: The colorful illustrations add to the fun, and margin notes provide additional
information on main ingredients and the stories and their origins. Adult supervision will be necessary for
completing the recipes, but this book would be a great way for the whole family to share a reading and eating
experience. Kids who like to cook. Marjorie Priceman - Random House, 40 pages. A young baker travels the
world to find the finest ingredients for her apple pie. On her journey, she introduces the reader to cultures and
products from around the globe. After the raw ingredients are prepared for the pie, the baker invites children
from around the world to share it with her. The recipe is included at the end of the book. Andrew Clements,
illustrated by: When clever yet precocious Nick decides to invent a new word for pen, it puts him at odds with
his no-nonsense teacher, a stickler for grammar and proper word usage. Kids who like realism. Find Frindle at
your local library. What Is a Pronoun? Brian Gable - Lerner Publishing Group, 32 pages. This book tells a
story in rhyme, using different types of pronouns, leading children to become more apt to remember what
pronouns are. The colorful illustrations feature funny monster-like creatures taking part in everyday activities.
Kids who like poetry. Summer Reading Is Killing Me by: Jon Scieszka, illustrated by: Lane Smith - Viking,
80 pages. This installment of the popular Time Warp Trio series is homage to some of the best-ever summer
reading lists. Sam, Fred and Joe happen to have in their possession a bona fide time traveling book. When one
of the boys absentmindedly puts their summer reading list in the book, they find themselves in the midst of a
literary battle of evil against good! Kids who like fantasy. Find Summer Reading is Killing Me at your local
library. Dexter the Tough by: Margaret Peterson Haddix, illustrated by: On the first day of school, he lashes
out when he trips and the other kids laugh at him. He punches another kid in the bathroom. But like so many
kids with a gruff demeanor, Dexter is acting out because of a painful circumstance at home. He learns to
express his emotions because of a gifted teacher and a writing assignment. I can think of no better lesson for a
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child to learn â€” feelings come out, one way or another â€” and finding a healthy way to sort them out is
important. Perfect for a third-grader who has been bullied, or who can be too tough with others. Kids who like
stories about school. Find Dexter the Tough at your local library. Loreen Leedy - Henry Holt, 32 pages. She
includes the places where Penny likes to hide her toys and the best walking routes. This fun story will also
help your child learn about the important features of maps. Young Francisco prepares himself for English-only
first grade, without knowing a word of this new language. As the days pass, he becomes more and more
uncertain if he will ever learn English, learn to read or find a friend. However, his beautiful drawings of
butterflies help him win over the class bully and begin to transcend the barrier of language. Find La Mariposa
at your local library. Patricia Polacco - Philomel, 40 pages. Patricia Polacco describes what it was like to be
unable to read in the fifth grade. Find Thank You, Mr. Falker at your local library. Edward Eager - Oxford
University Press, pages. Half Magic was the Magic Tree House of its day. If your child falls in love with Half
Magic, there are several sequels to quench their thirst for more. Kids who like classic stories. Find Half Magic
at your local library. Robert McCloskey - Puffin, pages. Author of many wonderful books, including the
award-winning Make Way for Ducklings and Blueberries for Sal, Robert McCloskey was truly inspired by his
funny bone when he wrote these stories. Find Homer Price at your local library. The original language is rich,
and the story, so much a part of our culture, inspires children to dream. Some of the racial and gender
stereotypes, typical for their time, will need explanation. Want to watch the movie? The still-enchanting
Disney classic contains some dated stereotypes but may prompt great discussions about how movies have
changed since Find Peter Pan at your local library. Robert Lawson - Viking Press, pages. Rabbit Hill is a
time-honored book about a family of rabbits and the meaning of community. The characters are the same as
they are in any neighborhood; you get a little of everything, both funny and frustrating.
Chapter 2 : Common Core Worksheets | 3rd Grade Reading: Literature
Grade 3 Reading Comprehension. Use these free, printable worksheets to practice and improve reading
comprehension, vocabulary and writing. Included are fiction and non-fiction passages at a grade 3 level.

Chapter 3 : 3rd Grade Short Stories With Moral Lessons Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
A variety of genre for children that are struggling with their reading skills.

Chapter 4 : Childrenâ€™s Favorite Stories: Printable Books, Stories to Read Online, and Read along Video
Teacher printable short stories for kids. Online literature for children that you can read and print for the classroom. third
grade, fourth grade, fifth grade and.

Chapter 5 : Third grade Short Stories Lessonplans, homework, quizzes
3rd Grade Short Story. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - 3rd Grade Short Story. Some of the worksheets
displayed are The sun and the stars, Oqbwqs 0y, Anna and her basketball adventure, Bens loose tooth, Flying fiction
3rd grade, English language arts reading comprehension grade 3, Write a story work 1, 3rd grade.

Chapter 6 : 3rd Grade Short Story Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
Third Grade Writing Stories Worksheets and Printables. Creative writing allows your child an output for their thoughts,
feelings, and struggles they face in school and at home.

Chapter 7 : Finding The Message: Grasping Themes in Literature | Scholastic
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3rd Grade Short Stories With Moral Lessons. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - 3rd Grade Short Stories With
Moral Lessons. Some of the worksheets displayed are Folk tales and fables, Fables and stories, Using short stories in
the english classroom, Mythology lesson plans, Fables unit lesson plans grade 3, Reading grade 4, Oqbwqs 0y, The
shoemaker and the elves.

Chapter 8 : 3rd Grade Writing Stories Worksheets & Free Printables | calendrierdelascience.com
Story sequencing is a fun and easy way for third graders to practice reading comprehension by putting the sentences of
the story in order. 3rd grade Reading & writing.

Chapter 9 : Third Grade Reading Comprehensions and 3rd Grade Reading Lessons
Improve your language arts knowledge with free questions in "Analyze short stories" and thousands of other language
arts skills.
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